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ABSTRACT: A combined experimental-numerical approach was used to study transient phenomena occurring in a
photoelectrochemical cell using a membrane-separated porous TiO2-based photoanode and a dark Pt-based cathode. The eﬀects
of three parameters (pH in the anodic compartment, operating cell temperature, and cathode compartment preconditioning with
hydrogen) on the photocurrent was systematically investigated using design of experiments and analysis of variance. A theoretical
model was developed able to accurately reproduce and predict the measurements. The model indicated that the electrochemical
reaction uses two parallel pathways on the anodic interface. The ﬁrst pathway represented the rapid charging of surface states and
the subsequent formation of acidic titanol groups at the TiO2/H2O interface which, upon illumination, caused an anodic
overshoot at a short time scale. These states recombined with the formed O2 at a longer time scale which resulted in a current
decrease after the overshoot. The second pathway was governed by transfer processes of H+ ions at the TiO2/Naﬁon interface
and caused the observed current increase under illumination and positive relaxation in the dark, both at long time scales. A
negative undershoot was observed when the reverse electrolysis reaction was preferred.
1. INTRODUCTION
The production of solar hydrogen (H2) by photoelectrochem-
ical (PEC) approaches is an intensively studied topic. Eﬀorts
have mainly been directed toward material research on
individual components such as photoabsorbers, catalysts, and
ion exchange membranes. To a lesser extent, the integration of
the various components in a stand-alone assembly has been
pursued.1 Nevertheless, understanding the interplay of the
various components and the corresponding understanding of
the coupled light absorption, charge separation, electrochemical
reactions, and mass and charge transfer mechanisms in the
components and the complete cells is crucial for practical PEC
cells. Multiphysics modeling can signiﬁcantly enhance the
understanding of the functional interplay in PEC cells and help
to quantify component requirements and optimal operating
conditions for a high-performing PEC cell.2 Transient modeling
can provide novel insight into the fundamental processes
occurring at the photoabsorber interfaces. However, very few
models investigated the transient behavior of a complete PEC
cell.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is routinely used
to investigate the properties of PEC cells in the frequency
domain.4 We use transient photocurrent response for analysis
in the time domain, which proved to be a complementary
technique in other studies.5 We aim at providing insight into
the transient phenomena of a PEC cell composed of a
monolithic membrane electrode assembly (MEA) incorporat-
ing a porous photoanode using a combined experimental-
numerical approach. Figure 1a shows a schematic of the
investigated cell composed of a proton exchange membrane
(Naﬁon), a dark cathode made of carbon ﬁbers covered with Pt
particles on carbon black (CB), and a photoanode composed of
carbon ﬁbers coated with nanoscale TiO2 particles by
electrophoretic deposition.
TiO2 was not chosen for its performance (which is limited
due to its large band gap) but rather as a reference material
often used in the community. Its popularity stems from its
abundance, nontoxicity, and chemically inertness.6 Its high
band gap and the position of its conduction and valence bands
also qualify its use for unassisted overall water splitting for H2
production.7 Yet, many aspects of TiO2 photoinduced
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mechanisms remain obscure, since the interaction of the
material with metals, organic and inorganic mixtures changes
the interface properties.8 Water oxidation mechanisms have
been proposed for ﬂat TiO2 interfaces
9 but are still
undecided.10 In addition, models used for ﬂat interfaces are
not applicable to nanoporous TiO2 ﬁlms since the diameter of
the single particles are too small to allow for a space charge
layer to develop, which is the driving force for charge carrier
separation in ﬂat semiconductors.6,11 Models speciﬁcally
designed for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) were developed,
including detailed light absorption modeling12 and 1D models
taking into account diﬀusion of charge carriers in the porous
layer.13−15 However, the development of a transient cell model,
involving the complex reactivity of nanoporous TiO2 surface,
has not been developed yet. Nevertheless, the investigation of
this transient behavior enriches the analysis and character-
ization of charge transfer mechanisms at the various photo-
absorber interfaces, that is, semiconductor−electrolyte, semi-
conductor−semiconductor, and semiconductor−electrode in-
terfaces.16
Ronge ́ et al.17 experimentally assessed the transient photo-
current of a PEC cell using a TiO2 photoanode operated with
diﬀerent species mixture in the anodic and cathodic channels.
They identiﬁed six characteristic transient response stages as
shown in Figure 1b: fast overshoots (OS) after the illumination
was switched on, longer current fall (CF), similarly long current
increase (CI), longer current decay (CD), and after
illumination was switched oﬀ, either a negative current
undershoot followed by relaxation of the current to zero
(NU), or a positive current relaxation (PR). The OS, CD, and
NU stages have been generally observed for metallic electrodes
in the transient response to a step change in applied potential
and have been associated with the buildup of a charged layer at
the metal−liquid interface. In membrane-separated electrolysis
or fuel cells, these trends have been either explained by the
rapid increase or decrease of species concentrations in the
channels,18 diﬀerent charge transfer coeﬃcients of anodic and
cathodic reactions,19 or voltage bias.20 In PEC devices, Zhang et
al.21 explained the transient photocurrent response of oxide
ﬁlms on stainless steel by drift-diﬀusion phenomena of charge
carriers in the semiconductor material. However, under
unbiased potential conditions, the transient response of these
ﬁlms exhibited a NU symmetrical to the OS whereas the NU
observed for porous TiO2−H2O interfaces is generally less
important in magnitude.16,17,22 The nonsymmetrical behavior
between start-up and shut-down of these interfaces resulted
from the complex, species-dependent chemistry of the porous
TiO2−H2O interface and from the (varying) photopotential
driven 2-electrode cell design.23 Understanding the origin of
these diﬀerent transient stages in a PEC cell is the objective of
this investigation and is assessed by a coupled experimental-
numerical approach supported by a design of experiments
(DOE).
Three parameters were tested in the DOE. Results from
Ronge ́ et al. have suggested17 that the overshoot could be
related to adsorption of H2 on platinum at the cathode. Since
the intensity of the shoot was not aﬀected by the Naﬁon
coverage at the anode, this suggested that the OS could partially
or entirely be controlled by the cathode interface. The shoot, as
well as the following decrease could be related to the variation
of H-M sites at the Pt covered cathode or by a change in Nernst
equilibrium caused by the slowly increasing concentration of H2
in the cathode.24,25 We therefore assumed the OS and the
amplitude of the steady state current included cathodic eﬀects
and we assessed these contributions by preconditioning of the
cathode compartment with H2 gas (parameter 2). The
inﬂuence of an acidic solution was also investigated by Ronge ́
et al.17 and was shown to triple the value of the photocurrent
when fed at the cathode and at the anode. They also noted that
the CI could originate from a chemical bias generated by a
proton gradient required for diﬀusion between the anode and
the cathode. Since pH imposes a bias at the electrodes but is
also involved into surface state equilibrium and reaction, we
tested the inﬂuence of basic pH to complete and compare the
data (parameter 1) and to assess the eﬀect of the Na+ ion on
the photocurrent. Finally, temperature is involved into
adsorption equilibrium and reaction kinetics. It can become
signiﬁcant in low current ranges (μA) and could eliminate or
modify one of the transient response stages. Results obtained
for two temperature values can help identifying phenomena and
understand the eﬀect of temperature (parameter 3).
2. MATERIALS, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, AND
TRANSIENT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
2.1. Materials. Milli-Q water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ
cm was used (Millipore). Nitrogen gas (N2, 99.999%, Air
Liquide, Brussels, Belgium) and H2 gas (99.9%, Air Liquide)
were puriﬁed (Varian CP17970 ﬁlter, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA)
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the investigated PEC cell consisting of a porous photoanode, proton-conducting membrane, and dark cathode. The
photoanode is made of micrometer-scale carbon ﬁbers covered with nanoscale TiO2 particles. (b) Illustrative representation of typical stages of the
measured current: overshoot (OS), current fall (CF), current increase (CI), current decrease (CD), negative undershoot (NU), and positive
relaxation (PR). The photocurrent is the electrical current measured in the metallic wire connecting the anode and cathode of the membrane
electrode assembly.
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to remove all traces of O2 before usage. A stream of puriﬁed N2
was bubbled through a vessel with Milli-Q water at 20 °C to
generate a gas stream with a water content of 0.017 mg·mL−1.
Naﬁon solution (20% in ethanol) and NaOH pellets were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Toray carbon
paper 030 was obtained from Fuel Cell Earth (Stoneham, MA).
E-Tek 60% platinum/carbon black (Pt/CB) powder was from
Umicore (Brussels, Belgium). Degussa P25 powder was
obtained from Evonik (Essen, Germany). Naﬁon 117 proton
exchange membrane was obtained from Quintech (Göppingen,
Germany) and will be referred to as Naﬁon.
2.2. Preparation of Electrodes and Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA). Preparation of anodes and
cathodes was performed as previously reported.17 The
photoabsorber coating is relatively thick and covers almost all
carbon ﬁbers. The penetration depth of UV light in P25
nanoparticles is lower than the thickness of our ﬁlms,26
therefore parasitic light absorption in the carbon ﬁbers is
negligible. For three-electrode electrochemical characterization,
the as-prepared TiO2 on carbon ﬁber paper was connected to a
copper wire by depositing silver glue and letting it dry in air. A
2-component epoxy resin (Araldite K) was used to control the
surface area exposed to the electrolyte. Naﬁon membranes were
preconditioned according to an established procedure.27
Membrane electrode assemblies (MEA) were prepared by
ﬁxing the anode and cathode sheets on opposite sides of a
pretreated Naﬁon membrane, adding a few drops of Naﬁon
dispersion and hot-pressing between Teﬂon liners at 5 MPa
and 130 °C for 2.5 min. After hot-pressing, the assembly was
carefully removed from the liners and allowed to cool in a
stainless steel holder. The assembly was then washed for 1 h at
60 °C in Milli-Q water to remove any residual solvent.28 SEM
images (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information) were
obtained with a Nova NanoSEM 450 instrument (FEI,
Hillsboro, OR).
2.3. Electrochemical Characterization of Electrodes. 3-
electrode electrochemical experiments (impedance spectrosco-
py and cyclic voltammetry) were performed using a homemade
Teﬂon holder to keep all electrodes at equal distance during the
experiments in order to ensure a similar electrolyte resistance.
TiO2 nanoparticles on carbon ﬁber substrate served as the
working electrode (WE), a Pt mesh as counter electrode (CE)
and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl, sat. AgCl, Radiometer Analytical)
reference electrode was used. One M H2SO4 was used as
electrolyte. The holder was placed inside a glass container
which contained a quartz window allowing for direct
illumination. The solution was vigorously stirred with a
magnetic stirrer while bubbling a high N2-ﬂow through the
solution for 10 min before every experiment. During the
experiments, the N2 purge was reduced and the stirring was
lowered to a minimum speed.
2.4. Photoelectrochemical Experiments. The studied
MEA was inserted in a homemade photoelectrochemical
(PEC) cell consisting of a graphite ﬂow-ﬁeld plate at the
cathode compartment and a homemade fused silica plate at the
photoanode side.17 The fused-silica plate and the graphite plate
contained serpentine ﬂows providing an optimal contact of the
ﬂuid with the electrode surface. After insertion of the MEA in
the PEC cell, a cleaning protocol was performed. The anode
compartment was fed with N2-purged Milli-Q water (0.75 mL
min−1) using a peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow, Wilmington,
MA). The cathode was purged with deoxygenized and
humidiﬁed N2 (20 mL min
−1). The system was purged
overnight (at least 15 h) before making electrical contact. After
this pretreatment, the cell was short circuited and the dark
current monitored. The dark current quickly evolved to an
equilibrium, which we deﬁned as reached when only minor
variations (0 ± 250 nA cm−2) in dark current were observed for
at least 5 min.
In a standard experiment, a continuous ﬂow of N2-purged
Milli-Q water was pumped through the anode compartment at
a rate of 0.75 mL min−1. For experiments with basic pH at the
anode compartment, a 1 M NaOH solution in Milli-Q water
was used but here the experiment was started immediately to
avoid quick contamination of the membrane with Na+ ions. At
the cathode side a N2 gas ﬂow was always used (20 mL min
−1).
The cell was illuminated with a broad spectrum Xe lamp with
IR ﬁlter (200−750 nm; Oriel 66984, Newport, Irvine, CA)
adjusted such that the incident intensity was 100 mW cm−2.
Temporal resolution of the recorded photocurrent was 1 s
using a potentiostat (Versastat 4, Princeton Applied Research,
Oak Ridge, TN) and Versastudio electrochemical analysis
software. A higher temporal resolution of 1 ms was used for 10
s during changes in illumination (switching on and oﬀ) in order
to obtain more detailed overshoot and undershoot data. Note
that periodic oscillation of the photocurrent was observed,
which was associated with the operation of the peristaltic pump,
feeding liquid water to the anode compartment. Chopping of
light was done manually at intervals with decreasing frequency.
For experiments at elevated temperature, a heating pad was
placed on the outer side of the cathode compartment. The cell
was wrapped in insulating material and the temperature of the
pad was kept at 70 °C using a thermocouple and temperature
controller. A second temperature sensor monitored the
temperature inside the cell, close to the sample surface. Before
illumination, the inside of the cell reached a constant
temperature of 60 °C.
Experiments with H2 at the cathode side were performed in
the same manner. First the pure H2 ﬂow was turned on until it
reached the cathode side of the cell. This was obvious due to
the sudden drop of the steady state current of the cell at short
circuit (see the Supporting Information). This negative current
descended to a minimum and at this time the H2 ﬂow was
turned oﬀ. The cell was then left ﬂushing with N2 until a steady
state was reached, assumingly leaving the cathode side fully
hydrogenated (see the Supporting Information).
Eight experiments using diﬀerent conditions were conducted
and are detailed in Table 1. These experiments include all the
Table 1. Operating Parameters in Terms of Anode Chamber pH, Temperature, and Cathode Preconditioning with H2 for the
Eight Diﬀerent Experimental Runs
parameter/run
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
pH in anode compartment basic neutral basic neutral basic neutral basic neutral
H2 preconditioning of cathode yes yes no no yes yes no no
T (°C) 60 60 60 60 25 25 25 25
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possible conﬁgurations generated by the two possible levels of
the three investigated parameters (pH, temperature, H2
preconditioning).
3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND GOVERNING
EQUATIONS
Even though the time scales of the CF, CI, and CD are in the
order of typical mass transfer phenomena (10−1000 s), a
model accounting for drift-diﬀusion of species in the channel
and charge in the semiconductor using Butler−Volmer kinetics
and a Nernstian dependence of potentials on the concentration
of species, as done for porous hematite photoelectrodes,3 was
not successful in predicting the transient behavior. Wang and
Ku22 have shown that the available potential at the TiO2−H2O
interface was following a non-Nernstian behavior with pH,
suggesting the presence of surface-based species and charge
interactions and accumulation.22 Impedance spectroscopy
measurements of the PEC cell, as shown in Figure S7, revealed
a nonlinear capacitive behavior of the anodic interface,
supporting the idea of charge carrier accumulation at
interfaces.29 We consequently introduced a model for surface
states, which are expected due to the reactivity and high
surface-to-volume-ratio of the porous electrode.6
Previous experimental results from Ronge ́ et al. suggested
that the photocurrent was controlled by two parallel adsorption
processes.17 Light chopping experiments showed that the
transient process controlling the CI was not aﬀected when
illumination was chopped. By contrast, the magnitude of the
OS was very sensitive on the chopping pattern and needed a
long dark period (∼30 min) to recover its maximum value.17
Moreover, when an additional layer of Naﬁon was cast on top
of the anode, CI dominated the photocurrent and provided
values larger than the OS itself. In this case, no NU was
observed and CI and PR stages showed a similar time scale,
suggesting that these two phenomena occur at the same
interface and are controlled by the same species. Wang and Ku
have shown that the TiO2−Naﬁon interface had a diﬀerent
reactivity compared to the TiO2−H2O interface, reinforcing the
idea of two parallel transfer paths at each interface.30 We
assumed that the photocurrent was utilized in two parallel
electrochemical pathways: Transfer path 1 was related to the
OS and the CF while transfer path 2 explained the CI and the
PR. We introduced two placeholder species, A and B, involved
in the surface state trapping and transfer of electrons. The
surface states are described as available slots on the interface to
which species A and B bound and form reactive sites, SA and SB,
+ →A S SA (1a)
+ →B S SB (1b)
Assuming fast equilibrium, the fraction of ﬁlled states, nA and nB
is given by the Langmuir adsorption model,31
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utilizing the equilibrium constants, KA and KB, the maximum
number of available interface states for path 1 and 2, S1 and S2,
and the concentrations of species A and B, cA and cB. This
approach was consistent with the capacity of TiO2 to adsorb
numerous species to create interface states with high reactivity,
and with previous accumulation models proposed for
DSSCs.23,32,33 The reaction rates for paths 1 and 2, rA and rB,
are given as
ϕ= −r k n(1 )A 1 A (3a)
ϕ=r k nB B2 (3b)
where the illumination coeﬃcient, ϕ, equals one if illumination
is switched on and zero otherwise. The rate constants of path 1
and 2, k1 and k2, are material and operational speciﬁc constants.
The evolution of the reactive states was modeled by mass
continuity,
η= + − −c
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d
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ηA is a coeﬃcient involving the eﬀects of Faradaic eﬃciency and
stoichiometry. kA and kB are mass transfer constants, and cAin
and cBin are the inlet concentrations of A and B in the anodic
channel. Experimental results from Modestino et al. showed
that the steady state current increased with increasing velocity
in the channels,34 supporting the importance of mass transfer in
the transient pattern, in addition to the long time scales of the
transient pattern stages.
The NU has been shown to result from the reverse
electrolysis reaction between cathodic H2 with anodic O2.
17
The reverse electrolysis reaction was assumed to obey the
following kinetic equation, with the order of the reactants
corresponding to their stoichiometric coeﬃcients.
ϕ ϕ= + −r k k c c[ (1 ) ]rec rec,l rec,d Oa 1/4 Hc 1/22 2 (5)
Two recombination rates, krec,l during illuminated operation
and krec,d during dark operation, were predicted, suggesting that
recombination during illumination is governed by a diﬀerent
process than in the dark, where only the reverse electrolysis
(fuel cell) reaction is assumed to take place.
The concentrations of H2 and O2 at the cathode, as well as
O2 at the anode, are governed by species transport and
conservation equations, accounting for reaction and con-
vection-diﬀusion phenomena:
η= − −
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H
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cO2,in
a and cH2,in
c being the inlet concentration of anodic O2 and
cathodic H2, respectively. kO and kH are mass transfer constants.
Since O2 and H2 concentrations are always low during the
measurements, crossover is neglected. r is the total reaction
rate, given as the sum of these rates, and is related to the
photocurrent as
= + − =r r r r i F/A B rec ph (7)
We nondimensionalized the equation system with the reaction
rate r0 = 5.18 × 10
−10 mol m−2 s−1, corresponding to a
photocurrent of i0 = 50 μA cm
−2, to extract proportionality
constants and characteristic times from the parameters of the
model. The nondimensionalization of the equation system is
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presented in the ESI. τads,A = (KAr0)
−1 and τads,B = (KBr0)
−1
represent the characteristic adsorption time of species A and B,
and r1* = k1/r0, r2* = k2/r0, rrec,l* = krec,l/r0
1/4, and rrec,d* = krec,d/r0
1/4
are the dimensionless reaction rate constants for path 1 and 2
and for the recombination reactions under illuminated and dark
operation. This way, the dimensionless photocurrent i* = i/i0 is
equal to the dimensionless reaction rate r* = r/r0.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Transient Current Measurements. Figure 2 shows
the measured transient current response (red, dotted lines) for
the eight experimental runs with no potential bias. To clearly
visualize the diﬀerence between the runs, the measured
transient currents were nondimensioned with i0. Before any
numerical analysis is performed, qualitative observation could
be made on the eﬀect of parameters and their combination.
The combination of elevated temperature and alkaline pH
anode chambers (runs 1 and 3) caused extremely unstable
current responses and larger OS with faster current decrease
and absence of CI and CD. The combination of elevated
temperatures and neutral pH (runs 2 and 4) caused a less
unstable current response with a clear observation of CI and
CD.
The eﬀect of H2 preconditioning (runs 1, 2, 5, and 6) on the
OS was not signiﬁcant at room temperature but had an
opposite eﬀect at high temperature: the value of the OS
increased with H2 preconditioning in a basic anode (runs 1 and
3), whereas it decreased in a neutral pH anode (runs 2 and 4).
The steady state and decaying currents were not aﬀected by H2
preconditioning in neutral pH conditions (less than 5%
variation).
The eﬀect of anodic basic pH was most inﬂuential. In neutral
pH, the OS current and the steady state current were
signiﬁcantly higher than in alkaline operation (OS was 2 to
14 times higher and steady state current was 8 times higher,
between two similar cases with diﬀerent pH). NU was much
lower or almost completely suppressed. The ratio between
maximum negative and positive current was much larger (10%
for run 7 and above 20% for the others) in basic conditions
than in neutral conditions (5% for case 2 and below 1% for the
Figure 2. Measured (red, dotted line) and modeled (black, solid line) transient dimensionless photoelectrochemical transfer rates for experimental
runs 1 to 8, as deﬁned in Table 1. The photocurrent is nondimensionalized with the reference photocurrent i0 = 50 μA cm
−2. Experimental
conditions in brackets with a plus sign for basic pH, H2 preconditioning, and high temperature, and a minus sign otherwise.
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other). CI was more visible in neutral pH, and CD was absent
for cases with low temperature and neutral pH operation (runs
6 and 8).
4.2. Modeling Results. The parameters of the model
presented in paragraph 3 were ﬁtted to the experiments for
each run (see Table 2). This approach revealed that adsorption
times, τads,A and τads,B, and dimensionless reaction rates
constants, r1*, r2*, rrec,l* , rrec,d* , were dependent on the operational
conditions. Other parameters could be kept constant:
Stoichiometric coeﬃcients ηi were set to 1 for species A and
B, while naturally set to 0.5 for H2 and 0.25 for O2. kA and kB
were ﬁtted to light chopping experiments,17 as shown in Figure
3. The obtained rates could be kept constant for experimental
runs 1−7 (kA = 0.6 min−1 and kB = 0.2 min−1), but needed to
be adapted for run 8 were a lower value of kA = 0.001 min
−1
was needed. The initial concentrations of species A and B were
set to zero.
Fitting the parameters of the model to the experimental
results further revealed their direct connection to the diﬀerent
stages of the photocurrent transients: r1* = rOS* and τads,A = τCF
represent the dimensionless intensity of the OS and character-
istic time of the CF, respectively. However, no clear connection
could be made between the characteristic time of the CI and
the adsorption time τads,B.
The observation that τads,A remained in the same order of
magnitude (∼0.1 min) for all the experimental operating
conditions (runs 1 to 8) suggests that path 1 is not driven by an
adsorption phenomenon. This observation was reinforced by
the low value of τads,A compared to τA = cA/r0 (between 4 to 55
times lower) which allowed to rewrite eq 3a in the simpliﬁed
form rA* ≈ ϕ r1* τads,A/τA, suggesting that the reactivity of path 1
follows a dependence on cA
−1 with a dimensionless character-
istic reaction rate equal to r1* τads,A = rOS* τCF. On the contrary,
τads,B was strongly inﬂuenced by temperature, suggesting that a
lower temperature strongly favors the adsorption equilibrium of
B. This observation is consistent with the temperature-
dependence of adsorption phenomena.
4.3. Design of Experiment. In order to reveal additional
dependencies between the parameters of the model with
operating conditions, we further performed a design of
experiments (DOE). The DOE was used to extract and
quantify separated and coupled inﬂuences of the operating
parameters (pH, temperature, and H2 preconditioning) on the
model parameters. We performed a 23 full factorial design (3
parameters tested on two levels) and built a ﬁrst order
correlation between the parameters of the model p and the
operational parameters with coeﬃcients a:
Table 2. Fitting Parameters of the Model
experiment
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
τads,A = τCF (min) 0.03 0.37 0.13 0.17 0.12 0.11 0.17 0.25
τads,B (min) 100 3.3 100 2.5 0.14 0.11 0.25 2
r1* = rOS* 1.18 2.38 0.2 5 0.43 2.7 0.41 2.6
r2* 2 2.4 0.3 2.5 0.13 0.65 0.21 0.6
rrec,l* 0 0.7 0 0.5 1.1 0 0.9 0
rrec,d* 0.5 0 5 0 1 0 0.2 0
rOS* τCF (min) 0.04 0.88 0.025 0.83 0.05 0.3 0.07 0.65
Figure 3. Previously measured17 (red, dotted) and modeled (black,
solid) dimensionless photocurrents during a light chopping experi-
ment for conditions as in run 8 (low temperature, no pretreatment,
neutral pH; see Table 1). Modeled current is the sum of the parallel
currents in path 1 (black, dashed line) and path 2 (black, dash dot
line).
Table 3. Mean Value and Weight of Operational Parameters on Model Fitting Parameters Obtained by DOE
model parameter
p0 wpH wH2 wT wpH,H2 wpH,T wH2,T wpH,T,H2
τads,A = τCF (min) 0.17 −0.3 −0.1 0 −0.2 −0.2 0.2 −0.3
τads,B (min) 26 0.9 0 1 0 0.9 0 0.0
r1* = rOS* 1.86 −0.7 −0.1 0.2 0.2 −0.1 −0.1 0.2
r2* 1.01 −0.4 0.2 0.6 0.2 −0.2 0.2 0.2
rrec,l* 0.4 0.3 0.1 −0.3 0 −1 0 −0.1
rrec,d* 0.84 1 −0.6 0.6 −0.6 0.6 −0.8 −0.8
rOS* τCF (min) 0.36 −0.9 −0.1 0.2 0.1 −0.3 0.2 −0.1
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Coeﬃcients a take two values depending on the choice of the
related operational parameters during the run: −1 for neutral
pH, ambient temperature, or no H2 preconditioning, and +1
otherwise. The dimensionless weights, w, of each parameter for
all the relevant parameters of the model are indicated in Table
3. The inﬂuence of an experimental parameter on a model
parameter was quantiﬁed by the absolute value of a weight. A
negative weight indicates that an increase in the parameter
results in a decrease of the model parameter, and vice versa for
a positive weight. p0 is the mean value of the parameter over the
eight runs.
DOE results conﬁrmed the importance of pH on the
intensity of the OS, since the absolute wpH was much larger for
rOS* and rOS* τCF (−0.7 and −0.9) than any other weights for
other single parameters (−0.1 and 0.2 for wH2 and wT). wpH was
negative, indicating that an increase in the pH decreases the OS
amplitude, as observed previously. The amplitude of the
weights for coupled parameters were low for rOS* and rOS* τCF
(between 0.1 and 0.3), indicating that the eﬀect of pH was
mostly independent of the other operational conditions,
suggesting that path 1 could be related to an acid−base
equilibrium. τads,B was strongly increased with an increase in pH
(wpH = 0.9) or temperature (wT = 1), and not dependent on H2
preconditioning (wH2 < 0.05). The interaction between
temperature and pH was important (wpH,T = 1), suggesting
that the adsorption of B is a pH-controlled phenomenon, or
controlled by a species only present in basic conditions. r2* was
negatively impacted by an increase in pH (wpH = −0.4), and
positively impacted by an increase in temperature (wT = 0.6)
and H2 preconditioning (wH2 = 0.2). Interaction parameters
were of the same magnitude (0.2) suggesting that the kinetics
of path 2 is controlled by a phenomena involving both the
cathode and the anode, and negatively aﬀected by a basic pH.
The recombination rate rrec,l* during illuminated operation
showed an equal but opposite dependency on pH and T (wpH =
−wT = 0.3). The inﬂuence of H2 preconditioning was less
important (wH2 = 0.1) and was disconnected from the process
that involves pH and temperature (wpH,H2 = wH2,T = 0). This
suggests that the recombination is also related to an adsorption
phenomena similar to path 2. Recombination in dark mode is
controlled by pH, H2 preconditioning, and temperature with a
strong interaction between these parameters, conﬁrming a
reverse electrolysis reaction caused by a diﬀerence in Nernst
potential between the anode and the cathode.
4.4. Experimental Support of Current Stages and
Transfer Path Description. Figure 4 shows the measured
current proﬁle of the MEA inside the PEC cell at an applied
bias of 2 V in a two-electrode setup. The transient current
phenomena are quite similar to its unbiased illuminated
counterparts (Figure 2, run 8), but some signiﬁcant diﬀerences
can be observed. The overall current value is about 2 orders of
magnitude higher with a steady state current of 2 mA cm−2
which is an acceptable current in terms of water splitting
reaction rate given the applied potential. When compared to
the observed currents in the illuminated experiments, it is clear
that the developed photopotential of the TiO2 photoanode is
small and variable over time. Therefore, transient eﬀects CI,
CD, and PR are not observed when a larger and constant
potential is applied to the system. Additionally, the OS and NU
are symmetrical opposed to an illuminated experiment. This
conﬁrms that the bias forced the presence of NU, and explains
the symmetrical behaviors of the transient response under bias
observed by Zhang et al.21
A closer look at the OS in the experiments (Figure 5)
revealed that the shoot follows an exponential or autocatalytic
trend with a rising time of 0.2−0.3 s with a sharp rise in basic
conditions. This suggests that the reactive sites in path 1 would
be quickly ﬁlled by charge carriers at start-up. As cA increases,
the number of available sites diminishes. When light is switched
oﬀ, cA decreases, allowing more sites to be active again.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Path 1: Overshoot (OS) and Current Fall (CF). The
possible idea that the OS and the CF are controlled by cathodic
phenomena was dismissed, as DOE results suggest that path 1
is an anodic and pH-related phenomenon. This idea had
already been put forward by Wang and Ku, who observed the
reduction of the OS intensity inversely proportional to anodic
pH, for systems using bare and Naﬁon-coated TiO2 electrode
for photocatalytic reactions of dyes.22 This eﬀect was attributed
to the lower amount of acidic titanol groups7 at the TiO2−H2O
interface (−OH2+) that form when a TiO2 interface is put in
contact with water.35 This idea is consistent with the high OS
value observed by Ronge ́ et al.17 when the anode was fed with
H2SO4. The results indicated that the formation of such surface
states is favored by the presence of holes in the semiconductor.
As predicted from the DOE, path 1 would be a photoinduced
acid−base equilibrium. At start-up, the shoot results from the
quick formation of acidic titanol groups coming from the fast
generation of holes and abundant water availability on the
surface. In basic conditions, OH− ions favors the consumption
of these sites, accelerating their renewal by generated holes, and
thermodynamically reducing their maximum number at
equilibrium, explaining the lower OS time and intensity
observed for basic conditions in Figure 5.
We hypothesize that the CF stage is related to the
concentration buildup of a species near the TiO2 surface that
diminishes the activity or the number of titanol groups.
Previous results provided some evidence that this species could
be anodic O2. Indeed the presence of O2 traps electrons to form
Figure 4. Chronoamperometric curve of an MEA inside the PEC cell
(run 8: pH−, H2
−, T−) in dark at an applied bias of 2 V (solid line) and
under illumination without an applied bias (dotted line).
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peroxide radicals that consume titanol groups.30 Ronge ́ et al.
also observed that the OS and CF stages are unseen when the
anode is fed with H2O2. This species acts as a catalyst in the
interfacial charge transfer during the O2 evolution reaction
23
and would impose a parallel reaction mechanism in which
titanol groups would not be involved. By becoming the
catalyzer of the reaction, H2O2 would ensure the removal of
holes that would be normally required to form the titanol
groups.
+ → ++ +h2 2H O H O 2Hvb 2 2 2 (9)
→ +H O H O 1/2O2 2 2 2 (10)
5.2. Path 2: Current Increase (CI), Positive Relaxation
(PR), and Current Decay (CD). In our model, the CI stage is
controlled by the adsorption of a species at the Naﬁon−TiO2
interface generated during illumination. Wang and Ku observed
that in basic pH, the photocurrent of a mixed bare and Naﬁon-
coated TiO2 interface was reduced to a CI pattern.
22 In
previous reported results, the steady state current of path 2 was
not aﬀected by an acidic pH and the inﬂuence of a basic pH
diﬀered from a study to another, suggesting that the counterion
attached to OH− ions would possibly be responsible for this
variable eﬀect.17,22
In our experiments, NaOH was used as a base and Na+ ions
are known to reduce the mobility of H+ ions in the Naﬁon
membrane,36 resulting in a lower conductivity, higher ohmic
losses, and therefore lower overall current as observed in our
experiments. The nature of the catalytic sites controlling the CI
is explained by the PR stage. One possible explanation is that
electrons are trapped in the TiO2 structure to form negative
sites that would combine with H+ ions in the Naﬁon
membrane. When light is switched oﬀ, electrons and H+ ions
that were blocked in these sites are released and recombine at
the cathode to form H2, explaining the PR and the ongoing but
decreasing production of H2 observed in the experiments from
Ronge ́ et al.17 These adsorption mechanisms may involve the
sulfonic groups of Naﬁon as suggested by Wang and Ku, and
again be poisoned by the presence of Na+ ions in the solution.30
Following these observations, the mechanism behind path 2
would use water bound at the sulfonic groups of the Naﬁon to
perform water splitting at the Naﬁon−TiO2 interface. The
reactivity of these groups would be reduced by the poisoning of
Na+ from the channel in basic conditions. Species B would then
be the protons generated by the electrochemical reaction at the
Naﬁon−TiO2 interface.
Even though modeled CI and PR stages are related to
formation and recombination of the same reactive sites, their
time scales diﬀer. The long adsorption time scale could result
from the diﬀusion of water in Naﬁon fueling oxidation and
adsorption reactions at the Naﬁon−TiO2 interface, or from the
buildup of a H+ concentration gradient accross the
membrane.17 The latter idea is favored since the DOE showed
that r2* is inﬂuenced by both cathodic H2 preconditioning and
anodic pH.
A mechanism involving the proton activity of both the anode
and the cathode can be hypothesized: H2 would adsorb on
platinum, generating a negative current as observed during the
preconditioning of experiments, and therefore increasing the
activity of H+ ions at the cathode.
+ ⇆ − + ++ −eH M H M H2 (11)
The generated activity gradient, enhanced by a basic anodic pH,
would refrain H+ ions to diﬀuse to the cathode and favor
instead their adsorption on negatively charged electron-
generated sites at the Naﬁon−TiO2 interface. When light is
switched oﬀ, these sites would desorb. The produced H+ ions
would travel through the Naﬁon membrane, while produced
electrons would travel through the metallic wire, generating the
PR. The two species would recombine at the cathode to
produce H2. This explains the ongoing H2 production that was
observed by Ronge ́ et al. when the PR was observed.
+ ⇆+ −e2H 2 Hads ads 2 (12)
The absence of PR or NU in neutral pH would result from the
favored reduction of anodic O2 into water in acidic conditions
by the available electrons and H+ ions stored in these anodic
sites, preventing its recombination with cathodic H2.
+ + →+ −eO 2H 2 H O2 ads ads 2 (13)
The PR was not present or faster in the sets of experiments of
this work, suggesting that the PR stage is very dependent on the
way the electrodes were built and particularly how Naﬁon was
depositied on TiO2.
The DOE revealed that the CD stage could be related to an
adsorption phenomenon at the anode, weakly inﬂuenced by H2
preconditioning, and therefore to path 2. This stage could be
caused by the decrease of adsorption sites at the Naﬁon−TiO2
interface, possibly caused by water depletion or consumption of
trapped states at the Naﬁon−TiO2 interface. Other adsorption
phenomena, such as O2 adsorption on TiO2 could be
responsible for this decay. It should be noted that the decayed
Figure 5. Detailed look at the OS (solid line) and PR (dotted line) photocurrents for experimental runs 5 and 8.
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current is revived after a dark period, with a very small current
loss from the previous experiment.
5.3. Negative Undershoot (NU). As explained earlier, the
NU results from the reverse (fuel cell) reaction. As Figure 4
indicates, the OS and NU are symmetrical under a constant
applied bias which stresses that the observed transient
phenomena are dependent on the photopotential that changes
over time during illumination. The same symmetry is observed
in a chronoamperometric experiment of only the TiO2
photoanode in a three-electrode setup (see the Supporting
Information).
6. CONCLUSIONS
A coupled experimental-numerical approach was used to study
the physical phenomena of the transient photocurrent response
of a PEC cell using a porous TiO2 photoanode, a Naﬁon solid
electrolyte, and a dark porous Pt cathode. Experimental
observations provided the basis for the development of the
transient numerical model. Speciﬁcally, the model assumed the
presence of two parallel pathways for charge transport at the
photoabsorber−electrolyte interface. The model was exper-
imentally validated and then used in combination with design
of experiments to predict the transient photocurrent response
of a PEC cell exposed to varying operational conditions
(temperature, anode chamber pH, cathode chamber H2
pretreatment).
The model was able to predict the transient current response
utilizing parameter ﬁtting for the various equilibrium constants
and reaction rates. The sensitivity of these parameters with
operational conditions was assessed using a design of
experiments. The observed transient response was modeled
by considering two parallel pathways for current transfer at the
TiO2−H2O and TiO2−Naﬁon interfaces. Mechanistic pathways
were proposed for the two parallel current paths. One process
is associated with the balance and kinetics of acidic titanol
groups at the TiO2−H2O interface which are quickly formed at
start-up and slowly recombine with the buildup of O2
concentration near the surface, generating a current shoot
and a slow decrease. The second process is related to the
generation of reactive sites at the TiO2−Naﬁon interface with
an adsorption equilibrium involving captured electrons and
protons, which, upon turning oﬀ the illumination, will either
desorb to form H2 at the cathode or recombine with O2 at the
anode. The competition between this second pathway and the
reverse electrolysis reaction, recombining anodic O2 with
cathodic H2 (fuel cell reaction), explained that the relaxation
of the current is either a negative undershoot, or a positive
relaxation.
The coupled experimental-numerical approach used to study
transient phenomena in a photoelectrochemical water splitting
device allows for understanding of their origin and their
subsequent exploitation for better performance and favorable
process dynamics. These insights could prove to be useful in
practical membrane-based PEC cells where similar semi-
conductor/solid−electrolyte and semiconductor−water inter-
faces coexist.
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1. H2 preconditioning experiments 
Figure S1 shows the current profile of hydrogen preconditioning of the cathode compartment 
(Run 5 – Table 1). The sudden decrease in steady state current indicates hydrogen reaching the 
cathode and spontaneous dissociation onto the Pt surface according to the fuel cell reaction. 
When the current reaches a minimum, the hydrogen flow is switched off and the cathode 
compartment is again flushed with nitrogen. The cell is then left to equilibrate until a steady state 
is reached, presumably leaving the cathode surface fully hydrogenated.  
This approach was chosen as illuminating the cell during the fuel cell reaction not always 
resulted in the typical photocurrent profile as the back reaction was too strong.  
 
 
Figure S1. Preconditioning of cathode compartment with stream of pure H2 (Run 5). 
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Figures S2-S4 show the current profiles when illuminating the PEC cell during the fuel cell 
reaction in different runs (equilibrium was not yet reached). In run 6 (Figure S2), illumination 
was able to counter the fuel cell reaction and an anodic current was observed with a strong shoot 
followed by a strong CI which remained until illumination was turned off. A similar transient 
response is seen in run 2 (Figure S3).    
 
 
Figure S2. Preconditioning of cathode compartment with stream of pure H2 in condition 6. 
 
 
Figure S3. Preconditioning of cathode compartment with stream of pure H2 in run 2. 
 
However in run 5 (Figure S4), no positive current was observed when illuminating during the 
fuel cell reaction and even a negative shoot occurred. This effect is counterintuitive as basic 
conditions at the anode, while cathode conditions remain the same, should result in an additional 
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Nernstian bias for the water oxidation reaction and thus a more positive anodic current. Possibly 
the high conductivity of the electrolyte causes a fast discharge of the cathode through trap states 
at the TiO2 surface. 
 
  
Figure S4. Preconditioning of cathode compartment with stream of pure H2 in run 5. 
 
2. Electrochemical characterization of the TiO2 anode 
Figure S5 shows a chronoamperometric curve of a TiO2 anode vs. a Pt cathode similar to the 
anode and cathode present in the MEA. A constant potential of 1.5V vs Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) was 
applied in dark conditions. A symmetrical OS and NU can be observed while no CI is present.  
 
 
Figure S5. Chronoamperometric curve of TiO2 anode in 0.5M H2SO4 at 1.5V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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Figure S6. Cyclic voltammogram of an MEA inside the PEC cell (run 8) in dark (solid line) and 
under illumination (dotted line). Sweep rate was 50mV·s
-1
. 
 
 
Figure S7. Nyquist impedance diagram of the cell in dark operation (dotted line) and under 
illumination (solid line) at an applied bias of 2V. 
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3. Scanning electron microscope images of the photoanode 
 
 
Figure S8. (left) Cross section of membrane electrode assembly (MEA): 1) photoanode; 2) 
Nafion
®
 membrane with a thickness of about 180 µm; 3) dark cathode consisting of Pt/CB 
particles on carbon fibre substrate. (right) Top view of photoanode consisting of TiO2 
nanoparticles on carbon fibre substrate. 
 
 
 
4. Dimensionless model  
The parameters and variables of the equation system were divided by the characteristic reaction 
rate r0 to extract characteristic times and constants of the system. The following dimensionless 
variables were used:  
• Evolution times of species in the channel (in min): 
   /,   /, 	  

 /,   
 / 
• Characteristic adsorption times (in min):  
,  , ,   
• Dimensionless rate constants: 
∗  /, ∗  /, ∗  /, 	,
∗  ,	/
/
, 	,
∗  ,	/
/
 
• Dimensionless reaction rates:  
∗  /, ∗  /, ∗  / 
The equation system presented in the main paper from (eqs. (1) to (7)) was non-dimensionalized 
using these dimensionless variables: 
Fraction of states filled: 
 
  
!"/!#$%,"
&!"/!#$%,"
,          (i.a) 
 6
  
!'/!#$%,'
&!'/!#$%,'
,          (i.b) 
 
Evolution of species concentration in the channels: 
 
(!"
()
 *	∗ + ∗ − - − ./0,        (ii.a) 
(!'
()
 *∗ + ∗ − - − ./0,        (ii.b) 
(!1
()
 *
∗ − 
-
 − 
./0 ,        (ii.c) 
(!2
()
 *∗ − - − ./0 ,        (ii.d) 
 
Reaction rates: 
 
∗  3∗1 −  ,          (iii.a) 
∗  3∗ ,           (iii.b) 
∗  5	3	,
∗ + 1 − 3	,
∗ 6	
// ,      (iii.c) 
∗  ∗ + ∗ − ∗ 	 789/7 ,        (iii.d) 
 
The fitting of this model to the experimental results was performed without numerical resolution, 
therefore the condition ∗ + ∗  1 was imposed in equations (ii.a) and (ii.b) and ∗  1 in 
equations (ii.c) and (ii.d).  
